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27
SEPT
3:00 PM to 11:59 PM

CATEGORY: Party

White Beach Party At Four Seasons Hotel
Bahrain Bay
Get dressed up in your best all-white togs, head down to
the white-sand Four Seasons Beach and join DJ Evo, DJ
Cossta, DJ Nacim and DJ Soufee for September’s hottest
summer beach party. It’s like Ibiza, Bali and Bahrain all
rolled into one!
VENUE:

Four Seasons Bahrain Bay

FEE: BD10 for ladies, BD15 for men

+973 36225526

27-28
SEPT
10:00 AM to 6:00 PM

CATEGORY: Course

Basic Pranic Healing Course
Pranic Healing is a no-touch energy based therapy
practiced in over 120 countries.

VENUE: Pranic Healing and Arhatic Yoga Centre
+97333372325
@pranichealingbahrain

30
SEPT

Salsa Night At Upstairs Downstairs Restaurant
Salsa Night At Upstairs Downstairs Restaurant

CATEGORY: Party (Ladies Night) VENUE: Upstairs Downstairs restaurant

FEE: Free Entry

+973 1771 3093
@upstairsdownstairsbh

#Note:
To help you find tickets you can always contact the BBS media office
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REFRESH YOUR MINDS !

In line with its continuous endeavours towards boosting employees’ knowledge, PR Department is pleased to
share with you a couple of interesting facts on a weekly basis under the theme of “Refresh Your Mind”!

Travel Destination.
Cape Town, South Africa
At the feet of the iconic Table Mountain, lies a little city with much to offer called Cape
Town. With the arrival of Dutch settlers in 1652 who were sent to start a halfway
station for passing ships Cape Town was established, also known as Africa's "Mother
City." Like many other African cities, it has a complicated colonial history, but one that
has brought about truly magnificent diversity.

Art History.
Mona Lisa
Leonardo Da Vinci began painting the Mona Lisa in 1504/1505 and only finalised the
painting shortly before he died in 1519. Reports say that it took Da Vinci 10 years to
perfect Mona Lisa’s lips alone. Da Vinci was a procrastinator and often regretted not
finishing many of his works.

Wild Life.
Rhinoceros
Rhinos are a part of the "Big Five" animals, popular on African safaris. Their habitats
include tropical and subtropical grasslands, savannahs and shrublands, tropical moist
forests, deserts, etc. These Rhinos also grow to be 4 – 10 feet. The southern white
rhinos, thought to be extinct, now thrive in protected sanctuaries. But the western
black rhino and northern white rhinos have gone extinct in the wild through rhino
poaching levels that hit record breaking highs in 2015, with poachers killing around
1,300 rhinos in Africa alone.
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Bahrain tops "best expat country in the world to live" survey !

Bahrain is the number one place to live and work in the world, according to
expats surveyed for a study analysing the top destinations for quality of
life.While Bahrain led the Expat Insider poll as a good place to work and
raise a family, and for making foreigners feel welcome, the UAE - in 26th
position overall - was the third most popular expat destination in the
Arabian Gulf , behind Oman. Kuwait, Saudi Arabia and Qatar all ranked in
the bottom 10 of the 65 countries surveyed.“While Bahrain barely made the
top 20 in 2016 (19th place), improvements across all indices that factor into
the ranking have seen the Gulf state take pole position in 2017,” the report
stated.“However other Gulf states struggle, especially regarding job
security; discounting those living in Bahrain, less than half of expats in the
Gulf region were content with this factor.”The annual study by
InterNations, now in its fourth year, polled 12,500 respondents from 166
nationalities. The final ranking is based on how countries were rated by
expat residents with factors analysed including the cost of living, safety
and security, family life, personal finances and working abroad.
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# BAYAN LEADS

Dana Charafeddine
Represents Bahrain Women's national Team
Dana Proudly said :
My name is Dana Charafeddine, a Bahrain Bayan School student that has been playing
football ever since I can remember. Today, I represent The Bahrain women’s national
team and it is an honor for me to be able to represent my country and wear the flag on
my chest while doing what I love. I have participated in many different tournaments,
training camps and leagues in and out of Bahrain. The first international step I took was
a Manchester United training camp where 22 others and I were picked from over 113
participants by VIVA Bahrain in order to get trained by the professional coaches in
Manchester. I entered the Bahrain Women’s U-16 team in 2017 where we participated in
2 tournaments that year, the west Asian football championships (WAFF) in Dubai and
later that year the AFC u16 qualifiers in Bangladesh. Today my team and I are getting
ready to participate and win the title for the upcoming tournament that will be held in
Bahrain. Training with a professional team and a professional staff has taught me
many things in and out of the field and I’m looking forward to enhance my football
career while raising my country’s flag high.
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Did you know 11% of people are left handed
Did you know August has the highest percentage of births
Did you know unless food is mixed with saliva you can't taste it
Did you know the average person falls asleep in 7 minutes
Did you know a bear has 42 teeth
Did you know an ostrich's eye is bigger than its brain
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If you could choose a name for yourself,

what would it be?
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EVENT
TIMELINE
SEPTEMBER• 26 • 2019

05
OCT
Preschool Events

Athletics

Primary Events

Annual Events

Middle School Events

Holidays

Secondary School Events

Other

Teachers Day

Faculty/Staff Events

BIRTHDAY WISHES
On behalf of the Bayan Community, we wish you a year full of health, success,love
and happiness!
Michelle Butcher

03/10

Mona Ahmed Al Owfi

05/10

